Interface cultivates conversations on the future of design at Clerkenwell Design Week

In our 50th year, Interface brings together forward-thinking design experts at Clerkenwell Design Week to explore life-centred design, a burgeoning approach that places the needs, values, and experiences of all life forms at its core.

Events will cultivate a conversation about how this interconnected approach creates new opportunities for architects, designers, and the built environment. Visitors can also preview Interface's new biophilic carpet tile collection installed throughout its Pennybank showroom.
Panel Discussions

Tuesday 23rd

Why is it time to consider Life Centred Design?

Come and join this lively and open debate between a panel of changemakers and you, the audience, about the emerging practice of Life Centred Design.

We’ll be discussing what it means to put all life (not just humans) at the centre of the design process and explore how shifting our values can enhance natural ecosystems for the benefit of both people and planet.

(doors 6pm) 6.30pm

REGISTER HERE

Wednesday 24th

A practical approach to creating regenerative spaces

ACAN join Interface for this interactive session to explore a deeper understanding of the materials we specify, with a view to moving from a ‘doing less bad’ to ‘doing more good’ approach to design.

We will take the discussion beyond sustainability, considering how inclusive design teams, connection to nature, health and wellbeing and improving social justice all play a key role in creating truly regenerative places.

(doors 6pm) 6.30pm

REGISTER HERE

Tuesday 23rd & Wednesday 24th

Why is nature still at the forefront of interior design?

Join Biophilic Design Strategist, Victoria Jackson and Interface Concept and Product designers to discover why nature remains central when exploring a more holistic approach to interior design.

This interactive session will cover current trends in colour and texture, the impact on wellbeing, and why nature continues to inform architecture, commercial interiors and product design.

(doors 9am) 9.30am

REGISTER HERE
Tuesday 23rd & Wednesday 24th

Drop in design workshop

Interface’s concept designers will be hosting a drop-in workshop throughout the festival giving visitors the opportunity to discover our latest collections and innovations in more detail and to explore the different aspects of Life Centred Design and how they connect to our customers.

Tuesday 23rd - Thursday 25th

New product innovation! Exclusive preview at CDW

Upon Common Ground is a collection of 5 biophilic-inspired carpet tile designs that capture the earth’s natural beauty.

Waterways and textured sands inspire Sandbank, Shallows, and Undulating Water. Dry Bark showcases weathered tree bark. And, Escarpment captures the beauty of stone cliffs. The colour range represents five key regions of Australia and is made with 100% recycled solution-dyed nylon with a carbon-neutral lifecycle.

Tuesday 23rd - Thursday 25th

Food & Drink

This year, the increasingly popular Yorkshire Pudding Wraps will be available over the lunchtime period on Tuesday and Wednesday*. On Thursday, sample our breakfast and brunch cart with a variety of hot oven bottom muffins! Vegan/ gluten free options will be available - all served with eco-friendly trays and forks.

Finally, feel free to drop in for a cocktail/ mocktail – created in honour of our new product previewing at the show.

*limited availability